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NEWSLETTER – July 2013

July has been a very busy month so while all is still relatively fresh in my mind I am putting pen to
paper before the next rush. During the month we attended the Hobbies and Toys expo in the
Greenstones Mall with our two exhibition layouts; we had a pleasant visit to see the extensive layout of
Wynand Coetzer in Vereeniging, and then we hosted a Swapmeet last weekend, Saturday 27th.
August is going to be relatively quiet with no outside visits arranged but a few changes will happen on
our layouts. So read on.

Report Back on Events

Greenstones Mall Expo.

This was held on the 6 and 7th July in a vacant shop at the Mall, arranged by Caves Toys & Hobbies
and Caves Hobby Club. EMRIG was there with both exhibition layouts and supporting gang
comprising Glynn, Kevin, Peter, Kobus, Johan and myself to transport, erect and commission and
supporting train drivers John Burkhardt, Theuns, Doug, Jean, Jimmy and several others. We had two
good days exhibiting our models and the club to an inquisitive public. Thanks to Sandy Arbuckle of
Caves for the invite; we all had an enjoyable weekend together.

What are these 2 jokers so excited about?
Another cockroach on the layout?

A row of low relief buildings make a big
improvement to track on a plank, John B agrees?



Visit to Layout of Wynand Coetzer in Vereeniging

On the morning of Sunday 14th July eleven members went to see this fine layout. It is still under
construction (whose is not?) and is based on the Fleishmann model railway layout in Nuremburg
Transport Museum in Germany. It has an extensive track running up and through the mountains as
well as a main line station, a terminus station, plenty of sidings and industrial spurs and a working
Hump shunting yard. So when completed this will be something to see!

Control and electrics still very basic as just the double track mainline is connected up to conventional
analogue DC controllers. Wynand has a major dilemma as all his locos are not DCC equipped,
(except one that I have just fitted a decoder into) but to operate and utilise the layout fully a DCC
system is a must.

As you can see from the photos there is still much work to do on the scenery but already much detail has been
added in the town suburbia and industrial areas. Just imagine this layout completed and fully operational, with
operating sessions too!

Wynand is also an excellent modeller. He has all the necessary tools and skills to make just about any model.
We were shown a model of a workshop complete with the machine tools, models of tractors, trucks, ships and
aeroplanes as well as a few railway items too. Furthermore he has been collecting model trains since he was at
school and has now amassed a huge collection of not only Fleishmann continental trains but Lima SAR, mostly
brand new and boxed. On the layout you will notice a few American locos and rolling stock too!

So Wynand is the complete railway modeller and has a fantastic layout that keeps him busy. If you need any
help or assistance in this project just ask.

To complete the visit we were well looked after dare say spoilt, with platters of goodies when we arrived and at
lunch time he produced 2 large pots of hot tomato and vegetable soup and fresh rolls. Nobody was left hungry,
many thanks to the cook and his helpers. Once again we at EMRIG were treated to a fine day out and again I
as most others have learned more about modelling techniques and another modellers creation of his little model
world. Many thanks to Wynand and his support team.



Swap meet at Checkers Mall.

On Saturday 27
th

we hosted the East Rand Model Railway Swapmeet for the second time, but this time we did it
properly. After weeks of communicating with potential traders and advertising Ralph Davey secured 14 traders
who between them used 32 tables. I arranged with the Mall General Manager the use of 2 vacant shops but only
used one with 5 tables being set up in the passage. Refreshments in the form of tea, coffee, cool drinks, muffins
and boerwors rolls were provided at a reasonable price to all by the ladies of the Benoni Branch of SA Pony
Club.

Setting up before the rush Catering girls at work

There were many visitors, I estimated about 90 regulars, and several passer-bys; the 25 traders made
a busy but not overcrowded venue and I gather from them that about R15-18k was turned over so a
good show for the sellers and the buyers. Those who supported the event were Craigs Models, Mark
Trains, Mike Denholm, Geoff Kingsburgh, Hilmar Eckardt, John Burkhardt, Jean Dulez, Jim McLuskie,
Ralph SP South Hobbies, Crossroads Hobbies, Tortoys, Geof Armstrong, Patrick Goodenuff, Tom
Prinsloo and Dick the Tree Man. Thanks for supporting this swapmeet and making it a success, hope
to see you all again in December.

New Modules on layouts

Some of you may have noticed that there is a new Mountain on the analogue loop. This module
belongs to Johan Leeflang who was a member of EMRIG some years ago and I managed to pursuade
him to let us use it rather than keep it under a sheet in his storeroom.. It has been named “Mont
Blanc”..and was built/modelled by Johan.

Not only has he allowed us to use his mountain but he has written an article on rock moulding “Rock
Moulding for Model layouts”. His article as included as a seperate document below. Thanks Johan.



Forthcoming Events

After a hectic July there is not much arranged for the month of August but there could be. I have
had no reponse to the suggestion by Paul Jackson for an afternoon/evening get together for a
social and vodeo and slide show of his visits to China and Senegal, plus other railway topics.

No layout visit offered either so maybe the members have had enough, lost interest or not
interested. Out of the 40 odd paid up members it is always the same 15 guys who take part in
these organised events so the rest are missing out.

We do have more layout visits arranged; to Doug Langford in September and to Ralph Davey in
October. Also I am in touch with Patrick Goodenuff of the Tschwabac Club in Pretoria so we may
have a visit to their club layout soon.

Any other offers? Keep up to date with the events callendar.

I am currently finalising my design of an operations session for the DCC loop, I have built another
module which will be installed with the station extension with crossover points probably on the
weekend of 17th. This will allow a Westbound train on the outer track to cross over onto the East
bound track (in the wrong direction) and enter the yard. So if I can complete it in time we will have
a trial ops session on Saturday 24th August!!!

Exhibition Layouts

Progress is a bit slow at the moment but soon it will accelerate. Meanwhile we have been donated
some good buildings and other parts by Bob Brunt which will be used in the new village and Jim
McLuskie has donated much scenic material which will also be utilised, many thanks to both gents
for their generosity.

Cheers for now and Happy Modelling,

Colin TT

082 828 0665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za



ROCK MOULDING FOR MODEL LAYOUTS
By Johan Leeflang

No matter what part of the world you fancy to replicate or what the scale of your model layout is – you
will need rocks of all sizes and shapes to create a unique layout. Unless you are modelling Holland or
the out backs of the Karoo.

Various moulds are commercially available. I use moulds from Woodland Scenics. By using Rhinolite
(a local product found in Hardware Stores) to cast the rocks, one can produce a
“Mountain out of a mole hill”.

1. PREPARING THE MOULD FOR CASTING:
1.1 Ensure the mould is clean.
1.2 Dilute dishwashing liquid with water (2 to 3 drops dishwashing liquid: 250ml water) to

make a soapy mixture.
1.3 Brush the liquid in the mould.

2. MIXING AND MOULDING THE RHINOLITE:
2.1 Use a ‘Pronutro’ plastic scoop as a measure. Put 12 scoops full of Rhinolite into a 2

litre ice cream plastic holder. This is enough to fill a set of 4 moulds.
2.2 Add a few teaspoons of coloured oxide powder to the mix. By colouring the mixture it

will prevent ugly white scars if the rocks are damaged in transport. Different Colour
oxides are also available from Hardware Stores. Black oxide can be used to mix
different shades of grey (obviously the more black oxide mixed in, the darker the grey).
Other oxide colours like Raw Umber and Red Oxide also tends to be very useful in
moulding rocks.

2.3 Mix with enough water to achieve a firm mixture (Similar to mixing milk with your
Pronutro for breakfast)

2.4 Mix thoroughly for ±5 minutes ensuring that water and Rhinolite have combined well.
2.5 Scoop with spatula or putty knife into the prepared moulds.
2.6 Level off with spatula. Tap lightly too remove any air, filling every single recess of the

mould with Rhinolite mix.
2.7 Allow to dry for ± 6 hours. (Drying time is depended on ambient temperature). Placing

the moulds outside could speed up the drying time.
2.8 The pot life (workable time) of the Rhinolite mix is 70 minutes. So it is important to mix

only just enough to fill the number of moulds you have available.
2.9 When dry, gently prize out from the mould ……. And Viola!!!! A rock.

TIPS:

 Some of the moulds have areas that are quite shallow. To prevent the casting from breaking at
these places, fill the shallow parts with rivet off cuts or nails as “reinforcement” prior too moulding the
mix. But if the casting breaks it is not a “train smash”. Just use the pieces as smaller out crops.

 When cleaning your utensils, moulds and hands after mixing and moulding – do it outside as the
Rhinolite can block a drain. (Don’t pour it down your water system, EVER!!!)
3. ‘GLUEING’ THE ROCKS ONTO THE TERRAIN CONTOURS:

3.1 Once the rocks have dried it can be ‘glued’ onto the terrain contours.



3.2 To form terrain contours, I use fine meshed chicken wire overlaid with clean wipes
dipped in a more ‘watery’ paste of Rhinolite mix.

3.3 Dampen the surface where the rocks are to be ‘glued’ and apply some of the Rhinolite
paste and position the rock. On vertical areas, support the rock until the ‘paste’ is dry.

3.4 After all the rocks are glued on, fill the gaps with Rhinolite paste covering and working
off the joints between the castings using a brush.

3.5 Any imperfections can later still be filed off or worked off with a power tool bit.

4. PAINTING THE ROCKS:

Definition of Painting:
The art of protecting surfaces from the weather and exposing them to the critic.

4.1 The rocks have to dry out completely prior to application of the paint.
4.2 Apply a plaster primer to seal the Rhinolite surface. The plaster primer is a solvent

based paint and must be applied to the Rhinolite before any water based paint is used
to finish off the rocks.

4.3 After the recommended drying time for the plaster primer has elapsed, apply the earth
colour paints on to the rocks using a ‘leopard spot’ technique i.e. daub the paint on in
random manner. Remember in nature nothing is perfectly even in colour.

4.4 The paint must be thinned to have the consistency of colour washing. This will ensure
that the texture of the rocks is still visible.

TIPS:

 The paint must be mixed thoroughly before thinning or application. Remember you stir coffee but
you mix paint. Mix with a flat spatula in up & down circular movements whilst rotating the tin slowly.

 After painting is completed close the tin tightly and invert the tin once too seal off any air locks –
this will prevent the paint from drying out.

THE FINAL TOUCH:

Grass, Lichen or bushes can be placed to hide or fill in any imperfections and to give the rock phase a
natural look.

BOOKS TO GET:

 THE SCENERY MANUAL by Woodlands Scenics.


